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Abstract. Data mining tasks considered a very complex business problem. In this research, we study the enhancement in the speedup of executing data mining tasks on a grid environment. Experiments were performed by running two main data mining algorithms Classification and Clustering algorithms, and one of the data sampling methods for classification task which is Cross Validation. These tasks were executed on large dataset. Grid environment was prepared by installing GridGain framework on the experimental machines which were connected by a LAN. Experimental results show significant enhancement in the speedup when executing data mining tasks on a grid of computing nodes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Complex business and scientific applications require access to distributed resources (e.g., computers, databases, networks, etc.). Grids have been designed to support applications that can benefit from high performance, distribution, collaboration, data sharing and complex interaction of autonomous and geographically dispersed resources. Since computational Grids emerged as effective infrastructures for distributed high-performance computing and data processing, a few Grid-based Knowledge Discovering Database (KDD) systems have been proposed. By exploiting a service-oriented approach, data-intensive and knowledge discovery applications can be developed by exploiting the Grid technology to deliver high performance and manage data and knowledge distribution. In this research we study the enhancement of performance when distributing some data mining tasks across a grid of computers using Weka and GridGain. Weka provides a large collection of machine learning algorithms written in Java for data pre-processing, classification, clustering, association rules, and visualization, which can be invoked through a common Graphical User Interface (GUI). In Weka, the overall data mining process takes place on a single machine, since the algorithms can be executed only locally. Combining Weka with GridGain framework will extend Weka to support remote execution of the data mining algorithms. In such a way, distributed data mining tasks can be executed on decentralized Grid nodes by exploiting data distribution and improving application performance.

Grid computing (or the use of a computational grid) is the application of several computers to a single problem at the same time - usually to a scientific or technical problem that requires a great number of computer processing cycles or access to large amounts of data. Grid computing can also be thought of as distributed and large-scale cluster computing, as well as a form of network-distributed parallel processing. It is a form of distributed computing whereby a “super and virtual computer” is composed of a cluster of networked, loosely-coupled computers, acting in concert to perform very large tasks. This technology has been applied to computationally-intensive scientific, mathematical, and academic problems through volunteer computing, and it is used in commercial enterprises for such diverse applications as drug discovery, economic forecasting, seismic analysis, and back-office data processing in support
of e-commerce and web services. What distinguishes grid computing from conventional cluster computing systems is that grids tend to be more loosely coupled, heterogeneous, and geographically dispersed. Also, while a computing grid may be dedicated to a specialized application, it is often constructed with the aid of general purpose grid software libraries and middleware. Grid computing depends on software tools to divide and apportion pieces of a program among several computers, sometimes up to many thousands.

GridGain is a Java-based open source grid computing infrastructure. GridGain is free and is dual licensed under LGPL and Apache 2.0 licenses. The purpose of any grid computing framework is to provide parallelization of processing. Processing can mean many things like computation, running builds, analyzing big sets of data, searching, image recognition, etc. Parallelization of processing always leads to an improved scalability and performance. GridGain is a grid computing product that can be described by three key characteristics: open source, java and computational grids. GridGain Architecture is described in Figure 1.

Data mining is the process of extracting hidden patterns from data. As more data is gathered, with the amount of data doubling every three years, data mining is becoming an increasingly important tool to transform this data into information. It is commonly used in a wide range of applications, such as marketing, fraud detection and scientific discovery. Data mining can be applied to data sets of any size. However, while it can be used to uncover hidden patterns in data that has been collected, obviously it can neither uncover patterns which are not already present in the data, nor can it uncover patterns in data that has not been collected.

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), is the name given to the process of using data mining algorithms. There are many nuances to this process, but roughly the steps are to preprocess raw data, data mine the data, and interpret the results:

- Preprocessing: Once the objective for the KDD process is known, a target data set must be assembled. As data mining can only uncover patterns already present in the data, the target dataset must be large enough to contain these patterns while remaining concise enough to be mined in an acceptable timeframe. A common source for data is a datamart or data warehouse. The target set is then cleaned. Cleaning removes the observations with noise and missing data. The clean data is reduced into feature vectors, one vector per
observation. A feature vector is a summarized version of the raw data observation. Dramatically reducing the size of the dataset to be mined, and hence reducing the processing effort. The feature(s) selected will depend on what the objective(s) is/are; obviously, selecting the "right" feature(s) is fundamental to successful data mining. The feature vectors are divided into two sets, the "training set" and the "test set". The training set is used to "train" the data mining algorithm(s), while the test set is used to verify the accuracy of any patterns found.

- **Data mining:** Data mining commonly involves four classes of task:
  - Classification: Arranges the data into predefined groups. Common algorithms include Nearest Neighbor, Naive Bayes classifier and Neural network.
  - Clustering: Is like classification but the groups are not predefined, so the algorithm will try to group similar items together.
  - Regression: Attempts to find a function which models the data with the least error. A common method is to use Genetic Programming.
  - Association rule learning: Searches for relationships between variables.

- **Interpreting the results:** The final step of KDD is to evaluate the patterns produced by the data mining algorithms. Not all patterns found by the data mining algorithms are necessarily valid. It is common for the data mining algorithms to find patterns in the training set which are not present in the general data set, this is called overfitting. To overcome this, the evaluation uses a "test set" of data which the data mining algorithm was not trained on. The learnt patterns are applied to this "test set" and the resulting output is compared to the desired output. A number of statistical methods may be used to evaluate the algorithm such as ROC curves. If the learnt patterns do not meet the desired standards, then it is necessary to reevaluate and change the preprocessing and data mining. If the learnt patterns do meet the desired standards then the final step is to interpret the learnt patterns and turn them into knowledge.

Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) is a popular suite of machine learning software written in Java, developed at the University of Waikato. Weka is free software available under the GNU General Public License. The Weka workbench contains a collection of visualization tools and algorithms for data analysis and predictive modeling, together with graphical user interfaces for easy access to this functionality. Weka supports several standard data mining tasks, more specifically, data preprocessing, clustering, classification, regression, visualization, and feature selection. All of Weka's techniques are predicated on the assumption that the data is available as a single flat file or relation, where each data point is described by a fixed number of attributes (normally, numeric or nominal attributes, but some other attribute types are also supported). Weka provides access to SQL databases using Java Database Connectivity and can process the result returned by a database query. It is not capable of multi-relational data mining, but there is separate software for converting a collection of linked database tables into a single table that is suitable for processing using Weka. Another important area that is currently not covered by the algorithms included in the Weka distribution is sequence modeling.

### 1.1 Motivation

One example of problems that computational grid solves is data mining problems, since most of data mining problems cost a lot of resources and time, so applying such problems on grids lowers their costs. Famous data mining tasks are classification, and clustering. Classification is the arrangement of the data into predefined groups, for example an email program might attempt to classify an email as legitimate or spam. Clustering is like classification but the groups are not predefined, so the algorithm will try to group similar items together. One of the data sampling methods for classification task is Cross Validation. Cross
validation is the practice of partitioning a sample of data into subsets such that the analysis is initially performed on a single subset, while the other subset(s) are retained for subsequent use in confirming and validating the initial analysis. The initial subset of data is called the training set; the other subset(s) are called validation or testing sets. Cross-validation is inherently parallelizable, as it requires repeatedly breaking the data into different segments, running an algorithm on some of the segments, and using the remaining data to test the results.

In this research, our main objective is to implement and study the performance of parallelizing some of data mining tasks on grid nodes using GridGain framework. Below are the tasks intended to be parallelized:

i. Cross-validation of classification task.
ii. Multiple Classification task.
iii. Multiple Clustering task.

2 RELATED WORKS

Grid Weka modifies the Weka toolkit to enable the use of multiple computational resources when performing data analysis. In this system, a set of data mining tasks can be distributed across several machines in an ad-hoc environment. Tasks that can be executed using Grid Weka include: building a classifier on a remote machine, labeling a dataset using a previously built classifier, testing a classifier on a dataset, and cross-validation. Even if Grid Weka provides a way to use multiple resources to execute distributed data mining tasks, it has been designed to work within an ad-hoc environment, which does not constitute a Grid per se. In particular, the invocation of remote resources in the Weka Grid framework is not service-oriented, and makes use of ad-hoc solutions that do not take into considerations fundamental Grid aspects (e.g., interoperability, security, etc.).

FAEHIM (Federated Analysis Environment for Heterogeneous Intelligent Mining) is a Web Services-based toolkit for supporting distributed data mining. This toolkit consists of a set of data mining services, a set of tools to interact with these services, and a workflow system used to assemble these services and tools. The Triana problem solving environment is used as the workflow system. Data mining services are exposed as Web Services to enable an easy integration with other third party services, allowing data mining algorithms to be embedded within existing applications. Most of the Web Services in FAEHIM are derived from the Weka library. All the data mining algorithms available in Weka were converted into a set of Web Services. In particular, a general “Classifier Web Service” has been implemented to act as a wrapper for a complete set of classifiers in Weka; a “Clustering Web Service” has been used to wrap a variety of clustering algorithms, and so on.

WekaG is another adaptation of the Weka toolkit to a Grid environment. WekaG is based on client/server architecture. The server side defines a set of Grid Services that implement the functionalities of the different algorithms and phases of the data mining process. A WekaG client is responsible for communicating with Grid Services and offering the interface to users. A prototype that implements the capabilities of the Apriori algorithm has been developed using Globus Toolkit 3. In this prototype an Apriori Grid Service has been developed to produce association rules from a dataset, while GridFTP is used for the deployment of the files to the Grid Service node.

Weka4WS is a framework that extends the widely used Weka toolkit for supporting distributed data mining on Grid environments. In Weka, the overall data mining process takes place on a single machine, since the algorithms can be executed only locally. The goal of Weka4WS is to extend Weka to support remote execution of the data mining algorithms. In such a way, distributed data mining tasks can be executed on decentralized Grid nodes by exploiting data distribution and improving application performance. In Weka4WS, the data-preprocessing and visualization phases are still executed locally, whereas data mining algorithms for classification, clustering and association rules can be also executed on remote
Grid resources. To enable remote invocation, each data mining algorithm provided by the Weka library is exposed as a Web Service, which can be easily deployed on the available Grid nodes. Thus, Weka4WS also extends the Weka GUI to enable the invocation of the data mining algorithms that are exposed as Web Services on remote machines. To achieve integration and interoperability with standard Grid environments, Weka4WS has been designed and developed by using the emerging Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) as enabling technology. WSRF is a family of technical specification concerned with the creation, addressing, inspection, and lifetime management of stateful resources. The Weka4WS prototype has been developed by using the Java WSRF library provided by a development release of Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4).

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To perform our study, we carried out a comparison between the execution times on single machine and on grid machines of two main data mining tasks: Classification and Clustering, and one of the data sampling methods for classification tasks, Cross Validation.

For our study we used the Letters dataset from the UCI repository which contains 20000 records with 17 attributes. We used Weka library to run data mining tasks on GridGain framework. In particular, we used the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classification algorithm using 13, 15, and 17 as the number of Nearest Neighbor. We used the K-Means clustering algorithm using 21, 31, and 41 as the number of clusters to be identified on the dataset.

The grid topology was executed on computing nodes connected by a LAN network, with a bandwidth of 100Mbps. All the machines are Pentium4 2.8GHz with 1GB RAM, running windows XP with GridGain installed.

Experimental results for the execution of classification and clustering algorithms on a single machine vs. grid machines are shown in Table 1 and depicted in Figure 2. We note that the execution time for the classification algorithm on a single machine is 574 seconds, while it is 198 seconds on a grid of 3 nodes, which is about one third of the time elapsed on a single node. This result was as expected since the calculations for this algorithm executed on each node are independent. Moreover, the execution time on the grid exceeds with few seconds the one third of the execution time on a single machine; this is because the delay happened when distributing the task on the grid nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time in seconds</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Single Machine</th>
<th>Grid Machines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Data Mining Tasks time in seconds - Single Machine vs. Grid Machines
We note that the execution time for the clustering algorithm on a single machine is 134 seconds, while it is 65 seconds on a grid of 3 nodes, the speed up gained when executing the algorithm on a grid is obvious.

To study the enhancement of the execution time for the cross validation data sampling for classification task on a grid, we used neural networks to classify letters with cross validation of 3 and 5 folds. We conduct two experiments, the first was to compare the execution time for a cross validation with three folds on a grid of three computing nodes vs. a single machine. The other experiment was to compare the execution time for a cross validation with five folds on a grid of five computing nodes vs. a single machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross Validation</th>
<th>Single Machine</th>
<th>Grid Machines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Folds CV</td>
<td>3012</td>
<td>1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Folds CV</td>
<td>5030</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Cross Validation time in seconds - Single Machine vs. Grid Machines

Experimental results for these experiments are shown in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 3. We note that the execution time for the cross validation with three folds on a single machine is 3012 seconds, while it is 1680 seconds on a grid of 3 nodes, the speed up gained when executing the algorithm on a grid is obvious. The execution time of the cross validation algorithm with five folds on a single machine is 5030 seconds, while it is 1908 seconds on a grid of five computing nodes, also the speedup gained when executing the algorithm on a grid is clear. When comparing the execution times for the cross validation algorithm with 3 folds and with 5 folds, we note that they are very close, the little excess in execution time for the grid with five computing nodes is explained by the delay in task distribution between these nodes.

![Fig. 3. Cross Validation: Single Machine vs. Grid Machines](image)

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this project we study the enhancement in speedup when executing data mining algorithms on a grid. We compare execution time of Classification and Clustering algorithms, and Cross Validation data sampling method, running on a single machine vs. the execution time on a grid. We use GridGain framework to establish the grid. Experiments show an obvious enhancement in the speedup when executing data mining tasks on a grid of computing nodes. This enhancement was expected since the data mining algorithms calculations are independent.
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